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Balancing restoration, recreation and development.
Connecting our living room
with our front yard.
Restoration

A new kind of levee

In the past, an environmental group has proposed a number of "Restoration Levees" to contain wetlands. This levee would be built up with sand washed from a facility and channels. Fish migration would be in order with riprapped materials.

Weather on barriers

High winds, tides, and leaking barriers can create problems. To prevent leaks, the barrier must be designed to withstand the forces exerted by wind and wave action. The levee must also withstand the pressure of water and allow fish and other aquatic life to pass through openings.
Recreation
Urban Uses
Shoreline Park, Mountain View
750 acres park with 50 acre lake

City bought in 1968, raised land using fill for 13 years

In 1983 created a park and a tax district